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Low Attainers in Primary Mathematics Letts
and Lonsdale
Reviews of the first two editions:
"extraordinarily rich in ideas...an essential
buy." - TES "an excellent, clearly written work
which is full of practical advice, and presented
in an easily readable manner. This book is a
highly recommended read. Do buy it and see."
- Support for Learning "has proved especially
influential at practitioner level ... never failing

to offer a balanced assessment." - British Journal
of Special Education "I have a comprehensive
library of books on special educational needs
but I use this one more than any other because
I find it readable, practical and accessible. It is
a useful and informative book both to read
cover to cover and to dip into. Although it is
based on sound theoretical knowledge, it is
clear that Jean Gross is writing from her own
experience as a teacher and SEN practitioner."
- TES Recent legislation and cutbacks to
central support services mean that the
responsibility for meeting special educational
needs is resting ever more squarely on the
shoulders of ordinary classroom teachers. Yet
few feel wholly confident in their ability to
adapt work within the national curriculum to
meet the whole range of needs, or coordinate
successful individual education plans for

children who, for whatever reason, are not
learning as well as they might. This book will
increase that confidence. Aimed at busy class
teachers, special needs coordinators, heads and
teachers in training, it shows how the teacher
can build differentiation into planning lessons
and schemes of work. It describes workable
strategies for managing the most common
behaviour difficulties and meeting special needs
in language, literacy and mathematics. At a
whole school level, it offers practical guidance
on reviewing special needs policies, assessment,
record keeping, and the management of roles
and resources. The focus is on the way in which
schools can do a good job in meeting special
needs themselves, within the everyday
constraints of time, money and energy, and in
so doing provide genuinely inclusive
opportunities for all children. This edition has
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been comprehensively updated and rewritten to
cover the revised SEN Code of Practice and
related legislation, new directions in inclusion
and all the major curriculum initiatives now in
place in primary schools.
Science Routledge
Still the biggest concern for many on
initial teacher training courses is the
acquisition of subject knowledge and
the ability to translate that into effective
teaching. This book addresses this -
building on the core subject knowledge
covered in the Achieving QTS series
and relating it to classroom practice. It
supports trainees in extending and
deepening their knowledge of Maths
and demonstrating how to apply it to
planning and implementing lessons.
Practical and up-to-date teaching
examples are used to clearly
contextualize subject knowledge. A
clear focus on classroom practice helps
trainees to build confidence and
develop their own teaching strategies.
Routledge
Indexes the Times and its supplements.
Performance Management Letts
and Lonsdale

Issues in Science Teaching
covers a wide range of
important issues which will
interest teachers at all
phases in the education
system. The issues discussed
include: the nature and
purposes of science education
in a multicultural society,
including the idea of science
for all the role and purposes
of investigational work in
science education assessment,
curriculum progression and
pupil attitudes to their
science experience supporting
basic skills development in
literacy, numeracy and ICT,
through science teaching
supporting cross-curricular
work through science teaching
taking account of individual
differences including
ability, special needs,
learning style and the case
for inclusion The articles
are strongly based on current
research and are intended to

stimulate and broaden debate
among the readers. Written by
practising science educators
and teachers, this book
offers new and interesting
ways of developing science
education at all levels.

Improving Pupil Motivation
Together Routledge
"The case studies in this book show
that learning mentors are
indispensable to supporting school
improvement. Thirty five studies of
best practice illustrate the day to
day experience of learning mentors
and how they improve children's
learning, participation, personal
development and well-being. They
are contextualised within theories
of child development, learning and
notions of educational equality and
take account of school management
and multi-agency working." "This is
the first book on learning mentors
to present case studies and offer
such detailed guidance for good
practice, and it will be
indispensable in both primary and
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secondary schools."--BOOK
JACKET.
History The Stationery Office
This revision guide for Key Stage 3
science contains in-depth course
coverage and advice on how to get the
best results in the Year 9 National
Test. It has progress check questions
and exam practice questions.

The Children's Buyer's Guide Letts
and Lonsdale
Improving Pupils Motivation
Together provides a refreshing and
much-needed focus on how
motivation can be enhanced by
teachers and teaching assistants
working both individually and
collaboratively. Written in an
accessible and engaging manner,
the book explores various theories
of motivation from a range of
perspectives, applying academic
theory to real life classroom
situations. Using a combination of
case studies and empirical
research, this book demonstrates
how teachers and TAs can
successfully enhance the

motivation of their students through
collaborative practice. Improving
Pupils Motivation Together starts
by introducing theories of learning
and motivation and goes on to offer
insight in areas including:
Collaboration and ways to
collaborate; Motivation and
giftedness; Assessment for
Learning; Learning goals and
learning objectives; Common pupil
responses; Research in Action.
Improving Pupils Motivation
Together is an ideal resource for
both teachers and teaching
assistants working with pupils who
are difficult to motivate and who
find learning challenging. Further,
this book will be highly useful for
teachers managing their support
staff, and for trainee teachers
looking to develop their skills in
motivating and engaging pupils.
Trentham Books
Enhancing Personal, Social and Health
Education offers an accessible and
thought-provoking approach to
developing effective practice in PSHE.
The book uses case study examples to

offer insights and reflections that will
support practitioners developing work in
their own schools. The authors begin by
examining the national PSHE framework
and guidelines, outlining the essential
ingredients of effective practice.
Subsequent chapters provide case study
examples of PSHE practice in primary and
secondary schools and broader whole
school initiatives. The book offers many
useful ideas for planning and teaching
PSHE, but also raises fundamental
questions about policy at national and
local levels, and the extent to which
current guidance is helpful and
supportive. It will be essential reading for
all teachers committed to nurturing the
personal and social development of their
students.

Assessment Routledge
Assessing the effects of New Labour's
education policies on primary schools,
this book discusses the impact of
policies on primary school practices,
as well as looking at the views and
experiences of primary school
teachers and pupils.
The Whisperers and the Maths Fairy
Heinemann
This book provides an introduction to
what it means to be numerate, and how
numeracy can best be developed and
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nurtured in children and in adults. It also
presents a cohesive coverage of
numeracy development from early
childhood to adulthood. This book draws
on international research and practice to
provide a comprehensive overview on the
topic. It depicts and draws connections
with the National Curriculum in the United
Kingdom, the Australian Curriculum, and
the Common Core State Standards in the
United States. This book identifies skills
and concepts involved in achieving
functional numeracy, and provides
practical advice on effective teaching,
learning and assessment. It serves as a
valuable guide to educators who teach
mathematics in primary and secondary
schools, but who are not specifically
trained in the subject.
Access and Opportunity in the Classroom
Routledge
This landmark volume provides a broad-
based, state-of-the-art overview of
current knowledge and research into
second language teaching and learning.
Fifty-seven chapters are organized in
eight thematic sections: *social contexts
of second language learning; *research
methodologies in second-language
learning, acquisition, and teaching;
*contributions of applied linguistics to the
teaching and learning of second language
skills; *second language processes and

development; *teaching methods and
curricula; *issues in second or foreign
language testing and assessment;
*identity, culture, and critical pedagogy in
second language teaching and learning;
and *important considerations in language
planning and policies. The Handbook of
Research in Second Language Teaching
and Learning is intended for researchers,
practitioners, graduate students, and
faculty in teacher education and applied
linguistics programs; teachers; teacher
trainers; teacher trainees; curriculum and
material developers; and all other
professionals in the field of second
language teaching and learning.

Errors and Misconceptions in Maths
at Key Stage 2 Routledge
This revision guide for Key Stage 3
Mathematics contains in-depth
course coverage and advice on how
to get the best results in the Year 9
National Test. It has progress
check questions and exam practice
questions.
level 3-5 Springer Nature
SAT Attack Maths is the perfect
10-week revision programme for
both independent and whole-class
maths teaching.

Sat Attack Maths IAP
Voil ! motivates students to become
active learners and to enjoy language
learning. Voil ! provides clear practice
and progression: grammar, language
skills and learning strategies are
introduced in context and practised
thoroughly before moving on to the
next stage.

A Practical Guide Multilingual
Matters
The activities in this book are
designed both to help children to
learn and to understand math
concepts, and also to prepare them
for taking SATS papers at KS2.
There is plenty of research
evidence to suggest that children
are helped in their understanding of
math problems if teachers focus on
common misconceptions, and if
children are given opportunities for
discussion and explanation of their
own understanding. Children can
also feel stigmatized by being made
to focus on their own errors. Mike
Spooner has developed activities
that present already completed
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work which children then assess,
correct and discuss - in this way
they can analyze mistakes without
damage to their own self-esteem.
The activities are presented in the
same format as the SATS papers,
to give children practice in coping
with that format. The book also
contains writing frames that
children can use to structure their
discussions of math problems.
Issues in Science Teaching Nelson
Thornes
This research-based book offers
practical guidance on how to go about
performance management. Based on
experience of working with schools
and running courses, and using the
latest research on business strategies
appropriate for education, it: o looks
at what performance management
means in practice o offers advice on
how to go about monitoring o explains
how to use data from pupil
assessments o suggests ways to
judge the effectiveness of teaching
through analysing children's work o
gives guidance on monitoring planning,
assessment and observing lessons o

proposes how to 1853467693reas for
development, set objectives and draw
up action plans o contains useful
photocopiable formats o uses case
study material to illustrate potential
problems and good practice
Throughout, the purpose is to help
schools and teachers to be more
effective.
Mathematics Routledge
First Published in 2000. Routledge is an
imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.

Educational Assessment, Evaluation
and Research Letts and Lonsdale
The world of teacher research is
rapidly changing following the
introduction of Best Practice Research
Scholarships. This was announced by
the DfEE as part of a new
Professional Development Plan in
which teachers are to be allocated up
to �3000 to do their own research
(non-award bearing) with the support
of an HE mentor. The TTA also
believes that teachers should play a
more active role in conceiving,
implementing, evaluating and
disseminating research. This book is
for teachers who are looking, or being

encouraged, to undertake research in
their schools. Written by teachers and
their HE research mentors, the book
provides case studies which show
teachers how to 'do' and 'use' research
and how to 'do' effective pedagogy.
Olwen MacNamara shows how a group
of teachers set out to observe,
describe, analyse and intervene in
areas of primary education. The book
can be raided for insights into
research methods as well detailing
professional issues about teaching and
learning, and will be essential reading
for teachers undertaking Best Practice
Research Scholarships.

Modern Educational Myths SAGE
Providing practical guidance on
enhancing learning through ICT in
science, this book is made up of a
series of projects that supplement,
augment and extend the QCA ICT
scheme and provide much-needed
links with Units in other subjects’
schemes of work. It includes: fact
cards that support each project and
clearly outline its benefits in
relation to teaching and learning
examples of how activities work in
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'real' classrooms links to research,
inspection evidence and background
reading to support each project
adaptable planning examples and
practical ideas provided on an
accompanying CD ROM. This book
is essential reading for all trainee
and practising primary teachers.
A Framework for Teacher-researchers
Routledge
If you thought reading Gervaise Phinn
was like drinking a warm cup of tea this
book will knock you over with the force
of a vodka slammer. Mr Read survives
the nightmare of planning, Ofsted and an
incompetent head ... He also takes the
class to Ireland, the House of Commons
and wins a film award. We guarantee
Christmas Lights, The School Trip and
Stressbusters will make you laugh out
loud. A searing indictment of our joyless,
exam ridden primary curriculum... 'it will
take a bareknuckle fight to save its soul.'
Down-to-earth and outrageously funny,
this guide will prove essential reading for
all teachers everywhere.
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